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media transfer and modular
construction
The Printing of Lotus Sutra Frontispieces in Song China

Abstract
The appropriation, transformation, and exchange of images between Chinese
printmaking and painting marks a new chapter in Song 宋 (960–1279) visual culture studies. The earliest extant Lotus Sutra frontispiece prints associated with Song
Hangzhou offer excellent visual examples for a reevaluation of this new phenomenon from the perspective of media transfer and modular construction. Frontispiece
artisans created standard templates and modular motifs in order to mass-produce
illustrated prints. While some of the motifs derived from earlier pictorial conventions, others were new inventions that had a lasting impact on East Asian visual culture beyond time, place, and religion. This article responds to the broader discourse
surrounding imagery transformation in the Tang–Song transition, the aesthetic
dimensions of mass production, and the interrelationship between tu 圖 (graphics)
and hua 畫 (painting) in Chinese visual culture.

The tenth to the thirteenth century saw the proliferation of illustrated woodblock printing in China. These printed images are among the earliest
examples of what we now refer to as banhua 版畫 or “woodblock print paintings”—
mass-produced painterly images printed from woodcuts, which were in turn based
on pictorial designs that resemble paintings. The media transfer from painting to
printing and the convergence of printmaking and picture-making thus marks a
new and significant chapter in the study of Chinese visual culture that is worthy of
further investigation.1
Making a printed product look like a painting requires not only a painterly
design but also a series of complex technical processes. These include the carving
of the woodblock and the tedious procedure of preparing the ink, which together
result in the final printed products, most of which were on paper. The multitude
of illustrations accompanying Song Buddhist texts suggests the use of a standard
repertoire of templates and motifs. This notion of “pictorial modules” can be compared to “the interchangeable building blocks” that were “put together in varying
combinations,” a classic concept eloquently proposed by Lothar Ledderose in his
series of studies on Chinese art.2 According to Ledderose, by the thirteenth century, motifs and figural types from religious set paintings (taohua 套畫), such as
those of the Ten Kings of Hells (Shiwang tu 十王圖) manufactured by Ningbo 寧波
workshop painters, were demonstrating “interchangeable formulas” or “the modular structure” used in the Chinese script system, casting of ancient bronze ritual
vessels, and factory-line porcelain manufacture. 3 Like the workshop paintings, the
Buddhist illustrations printed during the Song demonstrate a similar modular system and standard repertoire. It is likely that such works, though they do not always
135

survive in multiple copies, were originally produced in large numbers by teams of
artisans who were constantly reassembling and recycling motifs and compositional
schemes to create new images.
Previous scholarship has identified Buddhism as the major stimulating force
behind the development of Chinese woodblock prints during the Tang 唐 (618–
907), Five Dynasties (907–960), Song (960–1279), Khitan Liao 遼 (907–1125),
Jurchen Jin 金 (1115–1234), and Tangut Xi Xia 西夏 (1038–1227) periods. Furthermore, the technology of printing, which guaranteed the accuracy of replicating
texts, provided Buddhism with a new means for transmitting knowledge that was
more authentic and efficient than hand-copied manuscripts.4 As first noted by the
book collector Ye Mengde 葉夢得 (1077–1148), prints made in Hangzhou 杭州
at that time demonstrated superior quality.5 Ye’s evaluation remains valid for the
abundant extant Buddhist illustrated prints dating from the tenth to the thirteenth
century. Modern scholars of early printing in Hanghzhou, such as Jan Fontein,
Sören Edgren, Su Bai 宿白, Miya Tsugio 宮次男, and Cui Wei 崔魏, have offered a
solid point of departure for my current inquiry.6 Their studies resulted in a substantial bibliography of printed books produced in Hangzhou; established the complex
relationship between different versions of the same Buddhist texts; documented
the network of itinerant carvers, printers, and publishers; and called attention to
the artistic quality of some Buddhist pictorial prints.7
One notable genre of Buddhist illustrated prints associated with Hangzhou during the Song period is represented by the multivolume sets of frontispieces (feihua
扉畫) accompanying the text of the Miaofa lianhua jing 妙法蓮華經, or the Lotus
Sutra.8 It should be noted that this represented the first occasion a frontispiece—
i.e., a square or elongated pictorial composition placed before the opening of a religious text—was used to illustrate the Lotus Sutra.9 The content often features figural
depictions, such as Buddha preaching to the audience, and narrative scenes directly
or indirectly related to the text that follows.10 The format of the Buddhist frontispiece is unique and reflects the domestication of Buddhist visual culture during
the Tang–Song transition. The format also served as a prototype for later Daoist
frontispieces.11
While previous scholarship of Song Lotus Sutra frontispieces compared multiple versions and was preoccupied with finding the correlation between the illustrations and the accompanying texts, certain issues related to the relationship between
printing and painting deserve further examination. Among the most intriguing are
the issues of media transfer and modular construction. This study will explore these
two crucial elements underpinning the painterly practice in Song Buddhist prints,
especially the Lotus Sutra frontispieces associated with Hangzhou. It is divided into
three parts. To establish a historical framework, the first part discusses the gen136
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eral perception of the printed image in Song visual culture. Primary textual sources
suggest that there was a growing practice of borrowing from paintings for prints,
which were intended for a wider audience beyond Song China. Parts 2 and 3 are
case studies of the exquisite Buddhist frontispieces of the Lotus Sutra produced in
Hangzhou during the Northern Song (960–1126) and Southern Song (1127–1279)
respectively. I will identify select pictorial motifs and compositional templates in
the modularly constructed frontispieces. While some motifs were connected to
earlier pictorial conventions in other media, such as painting, others may have
been invented by the artisans who designed the frontispieces. All of these became
part of the legacy of printing in Song Hangzhou that influenced later visual cultures
and moved beyond the visuality of the Lotus Sutra.

Media Transfer from Painting to Printing
Copying and borrowing from painting in printmaking caught the attention of art
connoisseurs in Northern Song China. In the late eleventh century, many scholars who were personally involved in making and collecting art documented this
activity in their writing, paying special attention to prints copied from high-quality
paintings by well-known masters. Mi Fu 米芾 (1015–1107) recorded that a “certain scholar” (shiren 士人) who owned a Tang dynasty copy of the Lienu tu 列女圖
(Wise and Virtuous Women) handscroll by Gu Kaizhi 顧愷之 (active 344–405) had
it copied for a woodblock-printed edition, which was then used to decorate a new
standing screen.12 The opening of the eleventh-century illustrated book Xinkan gu
lienu zhuan 新刊古列女傳 (Newly Printed Biographies of Virtuous Women from
Ancient Times), reprinted by the Qian’an 建安 publisher Yu Renzhong 余仁仲,
listed Liu Xiang 劉向 (77–6 bce) as the compiler of the text and Gu Kaizhi as the
illustrator, although the printed illustrations minimally reflect Gu’s painting style.13
Mi Fu’s contemporary Su Shi 蘇軾 (1037–1101) was amazed at the quality of a
certain type of yinban shuizhi 印版水纸 (water-patterned printed paper), which
was used mainly for interior decoration on walls to symbolically extinguish fire and
keep it away from the house.14 In a colophon he wrote in 1080 on the water painting
by his friend Pu Yongsheng 蒲永昇, Su confessed that the liveliness of the water
image he saw on the water-patterned printed paper compared favorably with the
first-rate water paintings by masters of the past and present.15
Even contemporary Song paintings from scholarly circles were made into
prints for religious purposes. As Chen Shidao 陳師道 (1053–1102) recalled, the
elite Datong chanshi 大通禪師 (Chan Master Datong; died in 1108), who was
befriended by many well-known Northern Song scholars, once made printed
copies from Li Gonglin’s 李公麟 (1049–1106) painting of the Guanyin 觀音 Bodhisattva and “distributed [the prints] for free among scholars (yishi xuezhe 以施
137
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1

1
Four Beauties, Jin dynasty (1115–
1234). Woodblock print on paper;
overall 79 x 34 cm, framed 90.5 x 42
cm. The State Hermitage Museum.
2
Maitreya Bodhisattva, illustrated by
Gao Wenjin, dated 984 (Northern
Song dynasty). Woodblock print on
paper; 54.4 x 28.4 cm. Seiryōji, Kyoto.
After Higashi Ajia no hotoketachi,
p. 125.

2

學者).”16 It is likely that the mass-produced Guanyin prints distributed by Master
Datong ended up in either domestic residences or temples. The eleventh-century
monk and writer Wenying 文瑩 recorded a single-sheet printed Guanyin mounted
as a hanging scroll and hung (xuan guanyin yinxiang yizhou 懸觀音印像一軸)
in the Beichan jingshi 北禪經室 (Northern Chan Buddhist Scriptural Studio) in
Changsha 長沙, Hunan 湖南 province.17 From the perspective of display, it is possible that the Guanyin print was designed to mimic a hanging scroll so it would be
suitable for “hanging” (xuan 懸). Although Wenying’s record does not specify its
format, it is likely that it imitates select tenth- to twelfth-century single-sheet prints
discovered in the Dunhuang library cave, Liao Buddhist pagoda, and among the
documents in Khara Khoto (Heishuicheng 黑水城), an archaeological site in Inner
Mongolia.18 A good example is the Jin dynasty (1115–1234) print known as the
Four Beauties (fig. 1), printed by the Ji family of Pingyang (Pingyang Ji jia diaoyin
平陽姬家彫印), Shanxi, and discovered in Khara Khoto.19 Although most reproductions fail to show this, the Pingyang print is in vertical format, with darkened
sections in the upper and lower areas beyond the ornamental border of the central
pictorial scene. The darkened sections resemble the brocade that frames the upper
and lower parts of a hanging scroll painting.
The Guanyin print in the Scriptural Studio also calls to mind the oft-cited print
of the Maitreya Bodhisattva designed by the Northern Song court painter Gao
Wenjin 高文進 (active 950–after 1022), now in the collection of the Seiryōji 清
涼寺, Kyoto (fig. 2).20 A colophon on the left dates it to 984 and stresses that the
purpose of printing was “for universal distribution, and to be used perpetually as
an offering,” suggesting that the print was mass-produced.21 As Heping Liu noted,
138
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3

3
Japanese copy of the Northern Song
Six Patriarchs of the Bodhidharma
Sect, 13th century. Drawing mounted
as a hanging scroll, ink on paper;
100.4 x 579 cm. Kōzanji, Kyoto.

the painterly design of the Seiryōji Maitreya may be related to a now-lost votive
painting by Gao Wenjin originally kept in a private Buddhist chapel at court in
honor of Empress Liu (969–1033, reigned 1022–33 as empress dowager regent).22
Although the Seiryōji Maitreya was deposited inside the wooden Buddha statue
after the Japanese monk Chōnen 裔然 acquired it in China (where he was based
between 983 and 986),23 we may well imagine that other copies derived from the
same block might have been displayed as hanging scrolls at temple altars or domestic residences, like the Guanyin print in the Scriptural Studio in Changsha.24
If properly stored, the same woodblock can last for a long time and can be used to
produce multiple reprints. In 1073, the Japanese monk Jōjin 成尋 (1011–1081) visited the Northern Song capital Bianjing 汴京 (modern Kaifeng 開封) with his assistant monks. There, they borrowed the Wubai luohan moyin 五百羅漢模印 (Five
Hundred Arhats woodblocks) and the Damo liuzu mo 達摩六祖模 (woodblocks of
the Six Chan Patriarchs of Bodhidharma Sect) commissioned by the government and
preserved in the Chuanfa yuan 傳法院 (Institute for Propagation of the Tripitaka)
repository in conjunction with the Buddhist Monastery Taiping xingguo si 太平興
國寺 (Monastery of the Great Peace and Prosperous State); their goal was to print
more copies on paper.25 A thirteenth-century Japanese ink drawing (fig. 3) deriving
from a Song print may give us a hint of what Jōjin saw in Kaifeng.26 Titled the Six
Patriarchs of the Bodhidharma Sect, it was said to be based on the Six Chan Patriarchs print Jōjin acquired in China.27 Although he stayed in China until he passed
away, he had the printed copies delivered to Japan as soon as they were made.28
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4

4
The fourth woodcut in Yuzhi
mizangquan, chapter 13. Printed
in 1108 (Northern Song dynasty)
based on the 10th-century edition.
Arthur M. Sackler Museum,
Harvard University Art Museum,
Cambridge, MA. After Max Loehr,
Chinese Landscape Woodcuts: From
an Imperial Commentary to the
Tenth-Century Printed Edition of the
Buddhist Canon (Cambridge, MA:
Belknap Press, 1968), fig. 4.

Illustrated prints were produced not only in Buddhist monasteries but also
at the imperial court. Literary records show that Song emperors supported the
mass-production of prints copied from court paintings. This was especially clear
in three large printing projects during the Northern Song29 in which illustrations of didactic and historical themes were made to educate the young Emperor
Renzong 仁宗 (reigned 1023–63). Leading court artist Gao Keming 高克明 and
others illustrated three lengthy texts composed by court officials.30 These illustrations were carved onto blocks and the printed versions distributed to Renzong’s
closest officers and family members. Commentators of the time marveled at
the illustrations in one particular project, Sanchao baoxun 三朝寶訓 (Illustrated
Instructive Mirror of the Three Courts), noting the comprehensive layout of palace buildings, landscape settings, imperial carriages and guards, and the minute
executions of human figures, which were “less than one inch tall” (renwu caiji
cunyu 人物纔及寸餘).31
Even Emperor Renzong may have been involved in the painting-to-printing
efforts. Sometime before 1052, he painted the healing bodhisattva Longshu pusa 龍
樹菩薩 (Nāgārjuna) after he learned that his Aunt Xianmu 獻穆 was going blind.
Renzong ordered a daizhao 待詔 (painter-in-attendance) to copy his painting and
make a woodblock-printed version for distribution. 32
Although none of these prints survive, the four extant printed illustrations of
the 1108 reprint of the Yuzhi mizangquan 御製秘藏詮 (Imperially Composed
Explanation of the Secret Treasure; referred to as the Mizangquan hereafter), originally commissioned by Emperor Taizang 太宗 (reigned 976–97) (fig. 4),33 now in
the Fogg Art Museum at Harvard University, attest to the sophisticated level of the
Northern Song imperial prints and their close ties to painting. The extant prints
reflect a small portion of the original project, which may have contained fifty illustrations.34 According to Chen Yuquan 陳昱全, their designs adopt landscapepainting conventions popular in the transitional period between the Tang dynasty
and the tenth century; stylistically, they reflect a now-lost print originally made
by the court in the late tenth century.35 It is likely that leading court painters first
drafted exquisite and complex pictorial designs, and the imperial printing office
later transferred those designs to woodblock prints.36

Reshaping the Art of the Lotus Sutra in Northern Song Frontispieces
Among the extant Song illustrated prints are some of the earliest Lotus Sutra frontispieces (figs. 5, 6) excavated from the Song pagoda in Xinxian莘縣, Shandong
140
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5

5
The fourth frontispiece of the Lotus
Sutra, printed by the Qian Family,
Hangzhou, dated 1060. Woodblock
print on paper. Discovered in a
Song pagoda in Xinxian, Shandong
province. After Cui Wei, “Shandong
sheng Xinxian Songta chutu Bei
Song fojing.”
6
The third frontispiece of the Lotus
Sutra, printed by the Yan Family,
Hangzhou, dated 1069. Woodblock
print on paper. Discovered in a
Song pagoda in Xinxian, Shandong
province. After Cui Wei, “Shandong
sheng Xinxian Songta chutu Bei
Song fojing.”

7
Frontispiece of the Diamond Sutra
scroll, dated 868 (Tang dynasty).
Woodblock print on paper; 23.7 x
28.5 cm. British Library Or.8210/P.2.
© The British Library Board.

6

山東, and dated to the 1160s.37 Inscriptions on the prints indicate that they were
published by the Qian family (Qian jia 錢家) (fig. 5) and the Yan family (Yan jia 晏
家) (fig. 6) in Hangzhou, two of the early non-government publishers in Chinese
printing history.38
The Qian and Yan frontispieces reshaped the art of the Lotus Sutra. Departing
from the earlier visual convention reflected in the large-scale murals or bianxiang
變相 (paintings of the sutra tableaux) crowding the cave temples in Dunhuang,39
the frontispieces suggest the more private experience of reading a Buddhist text,
whose earliest printed format was the handscroll, which was sometimes folded
like a book. Furthermore, their composition derives from the earlier convention,
as reflected in the 868 Diamond Sutra frontispiece (fig. 7) originally discovered
in the Dunhuang library cave and now in the British Library.40 In a palatial setting paved with square floral tiles, the seated Buddha is flanked by his attendants
in front of an elongated table. Turning his face toward the lower left, the Buddha preaches to a kneeling monk crawling on a mattress in the foreground. This
generic Buddha-preaching scene forms a basic template for later frontispiece
designs.41 The Hangzhou Lotus Sutra frontispieces depict not only the Diamond
Sutra’s preaching scene on the right but also a variety of narrative scenes. These
narrative elements were not seen in the tenth-century Dunhuang frontispiece
drawings42 but were featured in multiple versions of the Dharani Sutra frontispieces commissioned by Qian Shu 錢俶 (929–988), the king of Wuyue 吳越, and
discovered in the twentieth century in the Leifeng 雷峰 Pagoda, Hangzhou, and
other sites such as Huzhou 湖州 and Shaoxing 紹興, not too far from Hangzhou.43
It is thus likely that these Dharani frontispieces associated with the Wuyue royal
patronage may have been local predecessors of the Northern Song frontispieces
published in Hangzhou.

Decorative Motifs
Some of the decorative motifs in the Northern Song frontispieces reflect the Hangzhou tradition. For example, a series of repeated fringed and tasseled curtains made
of net textiles and pearl-like pendants appear at the upper border of most of the
extant frontispieces published by the Qian and the Yan families, dated 1060, 1063,
and 1069 respectively (figs. 8a–b). They are further comparable to the Dharani frontispieces (dated 975) excavated from the Leifeng Pagoda44 and the tenth-century
hand-painted version of the Lotus Sutra frontispiece (fig. 8c) excavated from the
Ruiguang 瑞光 Pagoda in Suzhou (fig. 9), possibly a Hangzhou product as well.45
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8a

8b
10a

8c

9

8a–c
Curtain motifs: (a) Detail, fourth
frontispiece of the Lotus Sutra.
printed by the Qian family,
Hangzhou, dated 1060. (b) Detail,
seventh frontispiece of the Lotus
Sutra, printed by the Qian family,
Hangzhou, dated 1063. (c) Detail,
frontispiece of the Dharani scroll,
dated 975; woodblock print on paper;
excavated from Leifengta, Hangzhou.
National Palace Museum, Taiwan.
9
Frontispiece of the Lotus Sutra,
10th century (?). Drawing in gold
pigment on blue paper. Discovered
in the Ruiguang Pagoda, Suzhou.
After Huqiu Yunyan sita Ruiguang
sita wenwu, ed. Suzhou bowuguan
(Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 2006),
pp. 162–63.
10a–b
Botanical motifs: (a) Detail,
fourth frontispiece of the Lotus
Sutra, printed by the Qian family,
Hangzhou, dated 1060. (b) Detail,
third frontispiece of the Lotus Sutra,
printed by the Yan family, Hangzhou,
dated 1069.

10b

Another recurring decorative pattern repeated in these Hangzhou frontispieces is a
cluster of leafy botanical branches sticking out of the Buddha’s seat as “stage props”
(figs. 10a–b). Because these decorative motifs are not seen in the extant frontispieces produced in northwestern China (such as Dunhuang, Gansu province) or
northern China (such as the Khitan Liao kingdom) during the tenth and eleventh
centuries,46 it is likely that they too reflect a local decorative convention shared by
the designers working in the Hangzhou network.
The tasseled curtains and clusters of leafy branches can be seen as “stock motifs”
used repeatedly by the designers or carvers of the Northern Song Hangzhou frontispieces. Their longevity is manifested in a seven-volume illustrated set of the
Lotus Sutra dated to the Ming dynasty (1368–1644) (figs. 11a–b).47 The upper borders of the fifth (fig. 11a), sixth, and seventh frontispieces are all decorated with
wavy curtain designs, with minute tassels hanging at the lower borders.48 Furthermore, the Buddha-preaching scene depicted in the third frontispiece of the Ming
set (fig. 11b) preserves the motif of the botanical clusters seen in the Northern
Song version.
Similar visual features are reflected in a twelfth-century Korean painted frontispiece (fig. 12) in the collection of the Danzan Jinja 談山神社, Nara 奈良.49 The
upper border is decorated with similar arch-shaped curtains with net patterns
and sashes. Executed in gold ink on indigo paper, it resembles the tenth-century
Ruiguang Pagoda frontispiece (fig. 9). This frontispiece, however, places the Buddha-preaching scene in the center front, reflecting the more archaic template seen
in Tang murals in Dunhuang Mogao caves. It is possible that the Danzan Jinja frontispiece is a Goryeo (918–1392) copy whose original design is linked to a Hangzhou
frontispiece.
142
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11a

11b

11a–b
Frontispiece drawings from the Lotus
Sutra based on the Northern Song
Hangzhou prototype, Ming dynasty
(1368–1644). Folding booklet, silver
on blue paper; 26 x 54.3 cm. National
Palace Museum, Taiwan. (a) Detail,
fifth frontispiece of the Lotus Sutra.
(b) Third frontispiece of the Lotus
Sutra.
12
Frontispiece drawing, 12th century
(Goryeo dynasty, 918-1392), Korea.
Gold ink on indigo paper. Danzan
Jinja, Nara. After Julia Meech-Pekarik
and Pratapaditya Pal, Buddhist Book
Illuminations (New York: Ravi Kumar
Publisher, 1988), pp. 262–63.

12

The Drum-striking Motif
Select pictorial motifs within the narrative illustrations had a continuous impact on
later works of the Lotus Sutra outside China, though examples had existed outside
the Lotus Sutra tradition before the Song. For example, an intriguing motif in the
fourth frontispiece (fig. 5) of the set published in 1060 by the Qian family shows
a figure striking a drum on a stand (fig. 13a). This motif refers to the tale about a
king who renounced his throne by striking the drum and then sought out Buddhist
teachings.50 It may have served as the inspiration for a similar motif in the Ming
hand-painted set (fig. 13b)51 as well as for the Goryeo frontispiece of the Lotus Sutra
(1325) painted in gold (fig. 13c),52 although their overall compositions are different
from that of the Northern Song print.
The drum-striking theme in the Northern Song Lotus Sutra repertoire closely
resembles the Goddess of the Luo River handscroll in the Palace Museum, Beijing
(fig. 13d).53 In this famous handscroll, the figure striking the drum represents the
mythological river god Feng Yi 馮夷, and the scene refers directly to the poetic
text Luoshen fu 洛神赋 (Goddess of the Luo River) composed by Cao Zhi 曹植
(192–232).54 Based on the style, previous researchers such as Chen Pao-chen and
Shih Shou-chien date this painting to the early twelfth century and consider it a
copy produced at the court of Emperor Huizong 徽宗 (reigned 1100–25).55 Nevertheless, the drum-striking motif may be derived from Gu Kaizhi’s original and thus
may be linked to an even earlier pictorial convention.
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13a–e
Drum-striking motifs: (a) Detail,
fourth frontispiece of the Lotus
Sutra, printed by the Qian family,
Hangzhou, dated 1060. Woodblock
print on paper. Discovered in a
Song pagoda in Xinxian, Shandong
province. After Cui Wei, “Shandong
sheng Xinxian Songta chutu Bei Song
fojing.” (b) Detail, fourth frontispiece
of the Lotus Sutra, Ming dynasty
(1368–1644). Folding booklet,
silver on blue paper; 26 x 54.3 cm.
National Palace Museum, Taiwan.
(c) Detail, fourth frontispiece of the
Lotus Sutra, 1325 (Goryeo dynasty),
Korea. Folding booklet, gold on blue
paper; 29.1 x 11 cm. Hagaji, Fukui.
(d) Detail, Goddess of the Luo River,
Northern Song dynasty, attributed
to Gu Kaizhi (act. 344–405).
Handscroll, color and ink on silk;
27.1 x 572.8 cm. Palace Museum,
Beijing. (e) Ceramic tile, Han dynasty
(206 bce–220 ce). 48 x 28.5 cm.
Excavated in Pengxian, Sichuan.

13a

13c

13b

13d

13e

Indeed, the earliest extant example of this pictorial module is a Han dynasty
(206 bce–220 ce) tile from Pengxian 彭縣, Sichuan 四川 (fig. 13e).56 The tile
depicts a male figure, perhaps a ritual master, wearing a long robe and a ceremonial
cap, striking a drum that is supported on a pole outside a building covered with a
rooftop. Pictorial designs on Han clay tiles exemplify the early stage of modular
production and workshop practice,57 which anticipates printmaking in later times.
The pictorial connection linking this Han tile, the Goddess of the Luo River handscroll, and the Northern Song printed frontispiece suggests an underexplored connection between early clay tiles, paintings, and woodblock prints.

The Ox Rider and the Fenced Hut
On the left of the third frontispiece of the 1069 Yan family version (fig. 6), a narrative
scene depicting an ox rider and two walking farmers returning to a fenced hut (fig.
14a) suggests a further connection between printing and painting. It makes references to the fifth episode of the “yaocao yu pin” 藥草喻品 (parable of the medicinal
herbs), which compares the Buddha’s preaching to the great moisture-laden clouds
that bring the beneficent rain to nurture plants, grasses, and all sentient beings on
earth.58 The specific details of the ox rider and the farmers returning to a fenced country house surrounded by lush trees and grasses are not described in the text, and thus
can be viewed as the frontispiece designer’s visual interpretation.59 It is possible that
the designer used these motifs to reflect the contentment associated with an agricultural lifestyle blessed by the Buddha’s preaching. The two farmers standing in front of
the fence wear wraps and hats, suggesting the nurturing rain evoked by the Buddha.
A later copy of this narrative scene in the third frontispiece of the Ming painted
version (figs. 11b, 14b) vividly captures the meticulous details that are difficult
to scrutinize in the Northern Song print (figs. 6, 14a).60 The detail from the Ming
painting may reflect a modular motif that became available to the Lotus Sutra frontispiece designers in the eleventh century. Through the fence, the viewer can see a
hut with no walls, only a roof. A kettle is placed on a table near a bench. Two farmers wearing hats and raincoats made of rushes are conversing outside the fence. A
little further away, another farmer riding on the ox is coming around the corner. The
overall scene depicted in this Ming painting is similar to the Northern Song print.
The set motif of an ox rider and a fenced hut may derive from a tenth-century
painting convention reflected in the famous yet much debated Xi’an tu 溪岸圖
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14a

14a–c
Ox rider and fenced hut motifs:
(a) Detail, third frontispiece of
the Lotus Sutra, printed by the
Yan family, Hangzhou, dated
1069. Woodblock print on paper.
Discovered in a Song pagoda in
Xinxian, Shandong province. After
Cui Wei, “Shandong sheng Xinxian
Songta chutu Bei Song fojing.” (b)
Detail, third frontispiece of the Lotus
Sutra, Ming dynasty (1368–1644).
Folding booklet, silver on blue
paper; 26 x 54.3 cm. National
Palace Museum, Taiwan. (c) Detail,
Riverbank, attributed to Dong Yuan.
10th century. After Maxwell Hearn
et al., Along the Riverbank: Chinese
Paintings from the C. C. Wang
Family Collection (New York: The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1999),
cover 2.

14b

14c

(Riverbank), attributed to Dong Yuan 董源 (active 930s–60s), dated by Shou-chien
Shih to the tenth century.61 In this masterfully executed misty landscape, a “returning home scene,” a buffalo rider and a barefoot farmer in raincoats made from
rushes proceed toward the entrance of the fenced dwelling (fig 14c).62 This is similar
to the 1069 Yan family frontispiece (fig. 14a). Here, however, the buffalo, a farmer,
and a fenced residence are paired with servants, women, and children. Together,
they represent the domestic life of the hermit overlooking the water in a pavilion.63
In sum, the ox rider returning to the fenced hut, like the drum-striking motif,
may reflect an archaic convention that originated in early pictorial art and was
adopted by the Northern Song Buddhist printmaking culture. Thanks to the mass
production and wide circulation of the Lotus Sutra frontispieces, this template was
later revived in the Ming frontispiece drawing.64

The Liao Counterpart
The local features of the Northern Song Hangzhou frontispieces become more
clear when compared to those produced in North China during the rule of the
Khitan Liao (907–1125).65 Take the extant Lotus Sutra frontispieces (figs. 15a–b)
excavated from the Buddhist statue on the fourth level of the mid-eleventh-century
Timber Pagoda at Fogong si 佛宮寺 (Monastery of the Buddhist Palace), Yingxian
應縣, Shanxi 山西 province.66 Originally designed as a set of eight volumes, its format is different from the seven-volume set from Northern Song Hangzhou.67 The
four complete extant frontispieces from multiple copies of the eight-volume Lotus
Sutra may have been printed by the Feng family (Feng jia 馮家) in Yanjing 燕京
(modern Beijing) in the early eleventh century and sealed up in the statue between
1110 and 1125.68
The Liao depiction of the “parable of the medicinal herbs” (fig. 16) 69 in the
third-volume frontispiece (fig. 15a) is not comparable to the “ox rider returning
home” scene illustrated in the 1069 Yan family edition (fig. 14a). It highlights the
mythological rainmakers in the sky: a dragon, a thunder god striking wheeled
drums, and a wind god releasing the wind, who fly amid the swirling clouds that
cover the plants and trees on the earth below. This points out the possible regional
differences between frontispiece prints in eleventh-century China, particularly
with landscape elements. In the Yan and the Qian family prints, there is little reference to landscape beyond the depiction of a mound (fig. 5), the sparse horizontal
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15a

15a–b
The third (a) and seventh (b)
frontispieces of the Lotus Sutra, Liao
dynasty (907–1125). Woodblock
print on paper; 24.7 x 53 cm (a), 24.1
x 50.8 cm (b). Excavated in the mid11th-century Timber Pagoda of the
Fogongsi, Yingxian, Shanxi province.
After Yingxian muta Liaodai micang,
ed. Shanxi sheng wenwu ju et al.
(Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 1991).

16
Detail, third frontispiece of the Lotus
Sutra, Liao dynasty (907–1125).
Woodblock print on paper. Excavated
in the mid-11th-century Timber
Pagoda of the Fogongsi, Yingxian,
Shanxi province. After Yingxian muta
Liaodai micang, ed. Shanxi sheng
wenwu ju et al. (Beijing: Wenwu
chubanshe, 1991).

15b

linear rendition of the ground, and small clusters of grass and plants (figs. 5–6).70
However, landscape plays a dominant role in the Liao versions (figs. 15a–b). The
vertical rock formation and the plateaus where tall trees grow (fig. 15b) recall the
tenth-century portable landscape painting discovered in the Yemaotai 葉茂台
tomb, Liaoning province (fig. 17).71 It also resembles the overwhelmingly rocky
mountains and vertical cliffs featured in the 1108 Mizangquan (fig. 4), which may
derive from a tenth-century version.72

The Xi Xia Connection
Though the designers of the Northern Song Hangzhou prints and the Liao versions
adopted different templates, archaeological finds beyond Hangzhou suggest that
the circulation of the Song Hangzhou prints may extend to the Xia 夏 kingdom
ruled by the Tangut (or Dangxiang 黨項) people from 1038 to 1227. Traditionally
referred to as the Xi Xia 西夏 in Chinese sources, this was a “multi-ethnic kingdom
with a Tangut core” and “Chinese, Uighur, Tibetan, and Turkic communities.”73
Its hybrid, Sino-Tibetan-inspired religious visual culture is reflected in the vast
amount of Buddhist woodblock-print frontispieces excavated in Khara Khoto.74
According to Anne Saliceti-Collins, the Xi Xia state sought the Northern Song
copies of the Buddhist canon six times from the 1030s to the 1070s.75 In addition,
Chinese monks76 and carvers77 working for the translation bureau and printing
projects sponsored by Xi Xia rulers played crucial roles in transmitting Song Buddhist printmaking culture to the Xi Xia state.
A great visual example attesting to the Song–Xi Xia connection is the littlestudied Lotus Sutra frontispiece (TK 167) bearing the colophon of the Yan family
publisher that was discovered in Khara Khoto (fig. 18).78 It features the twenty-fifth
episode of the Lotus Sutra, “Guanshiyin pusa pumen pin” 觀世音菩薩普門品.79
On the right border, an incomplete colophon reads “Large-character Guanyin
[episode] reprinted by the Yan family from Hangzhou” (Hangzhou Yanjia chongkai dazi Guanyin 杭州晏家重開大字觀音).80 The Guanyin bodhisattva is seated
at the center and framed by rock formations that imitate the profiles of birds with
pointed beaks.81 Depicted in the upper right corner is a thunderstorm, represented
by a thunder god striking the circle of chained drums and a bag-like object releasing wind and rain. Below this scene is a man encountering a snake. To the left of
Guanyin, a figure standing on an overhanging cliff is a reference to a story about
an evildoer who pushed people off the mountain. The overall composition is very
similar to the seventh vignette depicted in the 1069 frontispiece published by the
Yan family and discovered in the Song pagoda in Shandong.82
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17

17
A Chess Party in the Mountains, 10th
century. Hanging scroll, ink and color
on silk; 106.5 x 54 cm. Excavated
from a tomb at Yemaotai, Shandong
province. Liaoning Provincial
Museum.
18
Frontispiece (TK 167) published
by the Yan family of Hangzhou,
11th century ( Northern Song
dynasty). Woodblock print on paper.
Discovered in Khara Khoto. After
Ecang Heishuicheng wenxian, ed.
Zhongguo shehui kexueyuan et al.
(Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe,
1996–2000), vol. 4, TK 167.
19
Detail, frontispiece of the
Sutra of the Peacock King
(Mahāmāyūrīvidyārājñī), Xi Xia
dynasty (1038–1227). Woodblock
print on paper. Discovered in Khara
Khoto. After Lost Empire of the Silk
Road: Buddhist Art from Khara Khoto
(X–XIIIth century), ed. Mikhail
Piotrovsky (Milan: Electa, 1993), p.
269, pl. 82,TANG 61, Inventory No. 1.

18

19

A closer examination of the Buddhist frontispieces produced under the Xi
Xia rule helps us to further evaluate the Song Hangzhou–Xi Xia connection. One
example discovered in Khara Khoto is a Xi Xia frontispiece accompanying the
printed Sutra of the Peacock King (Mahāmāyūrīvidyārājñī) (TANG 61)carved in
Tangut characters (fig. 19).83 The frontispiece depicts a multi-armed icon flanked
by a cluster of leaves behind its halo. Because these leaves resemble those seen in the
Northern Song Hangzhou frontispieces (figs. 10a–b), it is possible to assume that
carvers and illustrators working for the Xi Xia kingdom had direct access to Song
Hangzhou Buddhist prints.84

Modular Examples in the Southern Song Frontispieces
Previous scholarship of Southern Song Hangzhou prints has called attention to
several seven-volume sets of the illustrated Lotus Sutra whose texts are carved in
large characters (dazi ben 大字本). These include the Rikkoku-an 栗棘庵 version
and two versions in the Taipei Palace Museum. The Rikkoku-an version was carved
by the block-carver Chen Zhong 陳忠 (active 1146–64) and his fellow carvers,85
and one of the Taipei versions was carved by Qin Meng 秦孟 and Bian Ren 邊仁.
The other Taipei version (figs. 20a–e) does not include the carvers’ information but
does bear the name of a little-known illustrator, Wang Yi 王儀 (fig. 20f).86 Scholars
have suggested that Chen Zhong, Qin Meng, and Bian Ren as well as the carvers
who worked with them were teammates active in Hangzhou and the neighboring
Ningbo area in the mid-twelfth century.87 While no identifiable patrons are associated with the Wang Yi edition, the repeated imagery of two monks (fig. 20g) at
the lower-left corner of each frontispiece suggests a possible monastic patronage.88
When examined as a whole, the compositional scheme and pictorial repertoire of
the Southern Song Hangzhou frontispieces can be seen to have a lasting impact on
Buddhist frontispieces produced in the Xi Xia Kingdom, Yuan China, and Goryeo
Korea.
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20a

20b

20c

20d

20e

20f

20a–g
Frontispieces from the Lotus Sutra,
Southern Song dynasty (1127–1279),
designed by Wang Yi. Woodblock
prints on paper; 31.4 x 59.5 cm
(each). (a) First frontispiece. (b)
Second frontispiece. (c) Fourth
frontispiece. (d) Fifth frontispiece.
(e) Seventh frontispiece. (f) Detail,
seventh frontispiece. (g) Detail,
first frontispiece. National Palace
Museum, Taiwan.

20g

Jiehua Elements
Compared to their Northern Song counterparts, the Southern Song frontispieces
(figs. 20a–e) show further standardization, evident in more identifiable modular motifs that are repeatedly employed throughout seven pieces within the same
set. Unlike the artisans associated with the Liao frontispieces (figs. 15a–b) and the
Northern Song Mizangquan (fig. 4), the Southern Song frontispiece designers in
Hangzhou downplayed landscape elements. Instead, they favored manmade architectural motifs, such as buildings with bracketing clusters under their roofs, ornamented terraces with balustrades, and couch/bed furniture pieces whose attached
screens are imbedded with picturelike or calligraphic “imagery within an image.”
Take the Wang Yi edition. The generic scene of the Buddha preaching now takes
up a larger space; the elaborate balustrades framing his entourage extend to occupy
almost three of the four folding panels that constitute each frontispiece. Within this
standardized format, the seven frontispieces deploy a variety of decorative patterns
to furnish the balustrades, ranging from floral (fig. 21a) to geometric to honey148
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21a

21a–d
Balustrade designs from the
frontispieces of the Lotus Sutra,
Southern Song dynasty (1127–
1279), designed by Wang Yi.
Woodblock prints on paper. (a)
Detail, first frontispiece. (b) Detail,
fourth frontispiece. (c) Detail, fifth
frontispiece. (d) Detail, seventh
frontispiece. National Palace
Museum, Taiwan.

21b

21c

21d

combs (fig. 21b) to phoenixes (fig. 21c) to meandering water (qu shui 曲水) (fig.
21d).89 These patterns are similar to those widely cited in Song jiehua 界畫 (rulerlined painting) conventions,90 such as the architectural templates of doors and windows (fig. 22a), balustrades (fig. 22b), and ceilings (fig. 22c) illustrated in the 1103
treatise on architecture titled Yingzao fashi 營造法式. 91 Compiled by Li Jie 李誡
(1035–1110) under the reigns of Emperors Zhezong 哲宗 (reigned 1085–1100)
and Huizong, this artistic architecture manual was not only beneficial to builders
and carpenters but also to painters and illustrators, who translated the technical
nuances of manmade things into the rich visual vocabulary that constitutes the jiehua tradition.

Furniture Designs
Southern Song designers also creatively incorporated furniture designs into Buddhist frontispiece prints. This is evident in a variety of screened couch designs.92
One such modular motif features a couch/bed, as illustrated in the first and fourth
frontispieces (figs. 20a, 20c, 23a–b).93 In the first one, a narrative scene depicts what
appears to be an artist’s studio (fig. 23a). On a screened couch/bed, a man dressed
like a scholar or official is painting. Holding a brush in his hand, he adds touches
to a hanging scroll depicting a seated Buddha, which is mounted on a supporting panel and rests against the screen. Painted images of rocks and plants are partially revealed on the screen. A side table beside the couch/bed displays a miniature
screen decorated with mock cursive-script calligraphy, and cups of pigments—very
likely the painter’s utensils.
This scene is comparable to the scholar’s studio depicted in the Northern
Song album leaf Scholar, dated to the early twelfth century, in the National Palace
Museum, Taipei (fig. 24).94 A scholar is seated on a couch/bed that has been placed
before a screen painting of reeds and waterfowl, painterly motifs favored by the
Song literati.95 A nicely mounted hanging scroll hangs on the screen and shows a
lifelike portrait of the scholar. More books are displayed on the side table to the
right, forming a direct connection to the Southern Song print.
A painted image sharing a similar modular motif appears at the upper-left corner of the fourth frontispiece (figs. 20c, 23b). This indoor scene depicts a figure
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22b

22a

22a–c
Design templates from Yingzao fashi,
Northern Song dynasty (960–1126),
compiled by Li Jie 李誡 (1035–1110).
Woodblock prints on paper. (a)
Doors. (b) Balustrade. (c) Ceiling.

23a

23b
23a–b
Couch/bed with painted screen
motifs, Southern Song dynasty
(1126–1279), designed by Wang Yi.
Woodblock prints on paper. (a) Detail,
first frontispiece of the Lotus Sutra.
(b) Detail, fourth frontispiece of the
Lotus Sutra. National Palace Museum,
Taiwan.

22c

lying on a couch/bed flanked by bamboo paintings mounted on two horizontal
screens. It refers to the parable of a drunken man who lies down to sleep, unaware
that his friend has tied a priceless jewel to the back of his robe.96 A similar motif is
depicted in the Southern Song court painting titled Odes of the State of Pin in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York (fig. 25). 97
Another type of furniture design features a seated monk or lay Buddhist preaching on a stand for a screened couch, i.e., a screen on top of a couch raised on four
legs. The screen is decorated with intricately painted bamboo or mock cursivescript calligraphy (figs. 26a–c). It is likely that once such a modular design was
established in local practice in Hangzhou, it was also transmitted to Xi Xia, as
reflected in the 1196 Xi Xia frontispiece of the Avatamsaka Sutra (Huayan jing 華嚴
經) (TK 98) discovered in Khara Khoto (figs. 27a–b).98

The Hut Motif
In the second frontispiece of the Wang Yi edition, the motif of a dome-shaped
hut is illustrated near the center left (fig. 20b); outside the hut stand three figures
conversing (fig. 28a). The hut and the figures illustrate Xinjie pin 信解品 (Belief
and understanding), the story of a poor son who gave up the support of his
wealthy father and lived alone in a poor village.99 Two of the figures outside the
hut are the attendants sent by the wealthy father to his son, who is shown facing
them.100 The hut motif may derive from the earlier prototypes seen in ninth- to
tenth-century Dunhuang murals, in which the son is shown lying in a domeshaped hut inside the horse ranch where he worked for his father.101 What makes
the Wang Yi edition different from the earlier murals is that the hut is presented
without the ranch but with meticulously drawn straw and details of furniture.
The design of the hut and the placement of the furniture and figures recall the
Northern Song Mizangquan illustrations (fig. 28b).102 The knob attached to the top
of the hut, the multiple layers of straw on the hut, the arch-shaped entrance, and the
furniture inside are found in the Wang Yi edition. Even the way that the figures are
positioned is similar. In the Mizangquan, a layman and a monk stand outside the
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24

24
Detail, Scholar, early 12th century
(Northern Song dynasty). Album
leaf, ink and color on silk; 29 x
27.8 cm. National Palace Museum,
Taiwan.
25
Detail, Odes of the State of Pin:
The Seventh Month, 13th century
(Southern Song dynasty). Handscroll,
ink on paper; 29.7 x 1371 cm.
The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
John M. Crawford, Jr., Collection,
Gift of the Dillon Fund, 1982
(1982.459). After Wen C. Fong,
Beyond Representation (New York:
The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
1992), p. 222, pl. 30a.

25

hut. The layman’s gesture suggests that he is paying tribute to an older monk seated
on a chair inside. In the Wang Yi frontispiece, the two monks and the layman are
replaced by the two attendants the king sends to his son; the humble display of a bed
and a table are partially revealed through the open entrance.
This set of motifs became the standard “iconography” for telling the story of the
poor son in later Hangzhou frontispiece prints and Korean paintings accompanying the Lotus Sutra.103 It is interesting to see how the hut motif was employed by
illustrators in both religious and secular narrative scenes. In the Xi Xia–printed
Maitreya Sutra frontispiece (1189), the motif has been revised into a small vignette
that shows a lay person paying tribute to a Buddhist practitioner clothed in religious garments and seated inside a hut.104 A similar motif is recycled in the fourth
frontispiece of the Ming dynasty Lotus Sutra.105 In the fourteenth-century illustrated fictional work Xin quanxiang sanguo zhi pinghua 新全相三國志平話 (Plain
Tale from the Chronicle of the Three Kingdoms), published by the Yu family (Yushi
虞氏) Wuben tang 務本堂 (Studio of Cultivating the Fundamental) in Jian’an,
Fujian 福建,106 the hut motif is featured on the cover page (fig. 28c), a reference to
the often-cited story of Liu Bei’s 劉備 three visits to the hut of Zhu Geliang 諸葛亮
(sangu maolu 三顧茅廬).

The Construction Scene
Another modular motif that has had a long-lasting impact on East Asian art is the
construction scene depicted at the lower-left corner of the fifth frontispiece in the
Wang Yi edition (figs. 20d, 29a). This scene refers to the seventeenth episode in the
fifth chapter, in which the Buddha compares the merit of cherishing and studying
the Lotus Sutra to building quarters for monks.107 In what appears to be a depiction of “lodging making,” two crouching workers put roof tiles in place one by one.
Another worker standing on the right passes a load of bricks with a rope to the
workers on the roof while one at the front of the building is about to throw a brick
up to a colleague.
The vivid depiction of workers at the construction site was so successful that it
became part of the stock repertoire of the fifth frontispiece of the printed Lotus Sutra
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26a

26b

27a

26a–c
Screened couch furniture designs
from the frontispieces of the Lotus
Sutra, Southern Song dynasty
(1127–1279), designed by Wang
Yi. Woodblock prints on paper.
(a) Detail, fourth frontispiece. (b)
Detail, fifth frontispiece. (c) Detail,
sixth frontispiece. National Palace
Museum, Taiwan.
27a–b
Couch/bed design motifs; details of
the frontispiece of the Avatamsaka
Sutra, TK98, 1196, Xi Xia dynasty.
Woodblock print on paper. Saint
Petersburg Branch of the Institute
of Oriental Studies of the Russian
Academy of Sciences. After Ecang
Heishuicheng wenxian, ed.,
Zhongguo shehui kexueyuan et al.
(Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe,
1996–2000), vol. 2, TK98, pp. 360–61.

26c

27b

in several Yuan dynasty (1279–1368) editions produced in Hangzhou as well as
many Goryeo sutra frontispiece paintings dated to the fourteenth century. Among
the often-cited Goryeo examples is the 1315 sutra frontispiece in the Tenrinji 天
倫寺 collection, Matsue City 松江市, Japan.108 In a later version commissioned by
Prince Ik-an between 1400 and 1404, now in the collection of the National Museum
of Korea (D2466),109 the workers delivering a load of rocks have been moved from
the right to the front of the building. This early fifteenth-century Korean design may
be a direct prototype for the entertaining scene of carpenters in the album known as
the Genre Paintings by Danwon 檀園 by the eighteenth-century Joseon painter Kim
Hong-do 金弘道 (circa 1745–1815), also in the National Museum of Korea (fig.
29b).110 This album shows the artist’s humorous depictions of ordinary people, such
as villagers wrestling, farmers threshing rice, schoolboys in class, women doing
laundry along the river, and so on. One album leaf depicts construction workers
placing tiles on a roof, which clearly borrows the modular motif and the figural
types from the Southern Song Hangzhou frontispiece (fig. 29a).

Conclusion
The exchange of images between painting and printmaking marks a new chapter
in the cultural history of the Tang–Song transition. On the one hand, painting had
been advancing for hundreds of years by the time illustrated prints came into vogue
in the tenth century. It is only natural that printmakers borrowed visual conventions from painting. On the other hand, the efficiency that printing brought to the
mass production of images may have provided a conceptual and methodological
stimulus to painters. The extant Lotus Sutra frontispiece prints associated with
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28a

28a–c
Hut motifs: (a) Detail, second
frontispiece of the Lotus
Sutra, Southern Song dynasty
(1127–1279), designed by Wang
Yi. Woodblock print on paper.
National Palace Museum, Taiwan.
(b) Detail, first woodcut in Yuzhi
mizangquan, chapter 13, printed
in 1108 (Northern Song dynasty)
based on the 10th-century edition.
Arthur M. Sackler Museum,
Harvard University Art Museum,
Cambridge, MA. After Max Loehr,
Chinese Landscape Woodcuts:
From an Imperial Commentary to
the Tenth-Century Printed Edition
of the Buddhist Canon (Cambridge,
MA: Belknap Press, 1968), fig. 1.
(c) Detail, cover page of Xin
quanxiang sanguo zhi pinghua,
14th century (Yuan dynasty),
published by the Yu family’s
Wuben tang in Jian’an, Fujian.
Woodblock print on paper.

28b

28c

Hangzhou during the Northern and Southern Song periods are among the best
examples. As this article aims to demonstrate, artisans employed more and more
recyclable modular motifs to compose their prints. While some of these motifs
derive from earlier pictorial traditions in Chinese art, others were created in the
Song and had a lasting impact on art beyond the Hangzhou locale and Buddhist
practitioners.
The eleventh-century Hangzhou frontispieces represent some of the earliest
extant prints published by non-government publishers. Decorative motifs, such as
the tasseled curtains framing the upper borders and the clusters of leafy branches
flanking the preaching Buddha, speak to a local Hangzhou tradition inherited from
the Wuyue period in the tenth century. They are thus different from their contemporary counterparts associated with the Liao Kingdom or the Northern Song court.
Two specific motifs are particularly comparable to earlier pictorial conventions
outside Hangzhou. In the first instance, the drum-striking motif in the Qian family frontispiece bears a striking resemblance to Goddess of the Luo River attributed
to the Eastern Jin painter Gu Kaizhi as well as to a carved image in a Han dynasty
ceramic tile that originally decorated a tomb in Sichuan. Second, the depiction of
an ox rider returning to a fenced hut in the Yan family frontispiece recalls Dong
Yuan’s Riverbank. While these motifs do not appear in the Southern Song Lotus
Sutra frontispieces associated with Hangzhou, they do emerge in later frontispiece
drawings, such as those associated with Goryeo Korea and Ming China.
During the Southern Song period, the Lotus Sutra frontispieces in Hangzhou
obtained a higher level of standardization. Though no specific publisher can be
identified, suffice it to say, carvers worked as itinerant artisans. One exquisite
example is the set bearing the name of the little-known illustrator Wang Yi. Like
other Southern Song Hangzhou frontispieces, the Wang Yi set is noted for recurring modular motifs. The overall design indicates strong interests in architectural
patterns or manmade objects—pictorial elements that constitute the basic visual
vocabulary of the so-called jiehua paintings, such as balustrades and terraces filled
with floral or geometric patterns and couches accompanied by screens decorated
with pictorial or calligraphic decorations. This suggests that artisans were familiar with and shared standard templates with each other and with carpenters and
builders.
The legacy of the Lotus Sutra frontispiece prints produced in Southern Song
Hangzhou extends beyond Buddhism and bridges religious and secular visual
culture. The hut motif, for example, which is traceable to the Northern Song
Mizangquan, became Zhu Geliang’s residence on the title page of a fourteenth-cen153
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29a

29b

29a–b
Construction scene motifs: (a) Detail,
fifth frontispiece of the Lotus Sutra,
Southern Song dynasty (1127–1279),
designed by Wang Yi. Woodblock
print on paper. National Palace
Museum, Taiwan. (b) Detail, Genre
Paintings by Danwon, 18th century
(Joseon dynasty), Korea, by Kim
Hong-do (1745–1815). Album leaf,
ink and color on paper. National
Museum of Korea.

tury popular work of fiction celebrating the heroic stories of the Three Kingdoms.
More unexpectedly, the construction scene that represents the accumulation of
merits by building cells for monks was creatively adopted in an eighteenth-century
Korean genre painting. This was likely based on pre-eighteenth-century Korean
frontispiece drawings copied from Chinese examples, which were in turn based on
Southern Song Hangzhou versions. This further demonstrates the mutual borrowing of imagery between printing and painting: while Song illustrated prints appropriated painting motifs, they also offered a new visual paradigm for later painting
in a cross-cultural context. Seen in this way, it is likely that what may seem to be a
new modular system in twelfth- to thirteenth-century Ningbo workshop paintings
may in fact have been inspired by or related to the modular construction of Song
woodblock prints, such as those being produced in eleventh- to twelfth-century
Hangzhou.
There are not many extant frontispieces from Song Hangzhou. But the multitude of printed frontispieces produced under Xi Xia rule may provide additional
visual sources for tracing Song Hangzhou printmaking culture. Preliminary comparative study suggests that Xi Xia Buddhist frontispieces share some notable
modular motifs with those from Song Hangzhou. The Xi Xia and Song Hangzhou
connection is further supported by the Northern Song Hangzhou Buddhist print
discovered among the Xi Xia ruins in Khara Khoto.
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